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Walkthrough among us guide crewmate

Is there anyone not playing between us now? The Inter.US player count peaked at nearly 400,000 players perplex in the past 30 days in Steam. In April of this year, the monthly peak did not reach 1,000. With so many new players, there are serious guidance needs. Don't worry; we are here to help you win Crewmate
with our first guide as the best darn detective you can (and may lose some friends in the process). Among Us is a multiplayer game played by a group of 4 to 10 people. Most players are Crewmates, but 1 to 3 of them (depending on the game settings and player count) are the Imposters. The Crewmates need to figure
out who the Imposters are and vote for them out, while the Imposters try to repot and kill as many Crewmates as possible - so that the numbers are so low the Imposters can't get out voting. In theory, your job as Crewmate is simple: try to avoid being killed, filling taskbars and knowing who killed your team. Since it turns
out in practice, however, it's not that simple. Good crew should be seen, wrong, communicating and knowledgeable about the game. The following Crewmate tips will show you how to do so. Oh, and if you're having fun with the game then why not check out some of the other games like Among Us so you can test that
friendship again. Among our tips Below are our top tips: Moving in groups Keep a close eye on a player that completes the Usual Don't waste your visual task Always trying to set the Sabotage Use Emergency Meeting for Strategy When in doubt, skipping the vote Don't spam Moving in the best Way group to prevent
Imposter, is by staying together. If you are accompanied by another Crewmates, the Imposters can't eradicate you... unless of course you are embarrassed enough to hang out with two imposters. The size of the group depends on the number of Imposters. If there are two impersonants, you need a bunch of five to be
safe. Remember: Imposters can kill multiple if they work together. Furthermore, prepare for a sabotage event aimed at breaking the group. Note which players complete the task Every time you see a player at the task point, don't assume they're safe and friendly. If they actually complete the task, the taskbar should fill in.
Also, they need time to complete the task, especially if it is a long one. See someone 'starting out' the Reactor just in a second? Imposter! USE EMERGENCY MEETINGS FOR Emergency Meeting STRATEGIES are primarily used to find out who the killers are. But why not use it for strategies with are you too? You can
use the opportunity to suggest staying in a group, or asking people to watch you do visual tasks. Too often an emergency meeting became a match shouting charges as Crewmate and Imposter equally pleaded not guilty to them. Common tasks If you get regular tasks like 'Enter Keys' on Polus or 'Swipe Card' on Polus
and Skeld, everyone also has it. That also that if you don't have the same task, nobody else has it. In other words, it is useful to know where the location of the usual task is. Do you see someone 'completing' a common task that you don't have? Another Disgusted! Don't waste your visual task Only Crewmates can do the
task, which is why visual tasks are very valuable. If you see someone completing a visual task like a scan in MedBay or Lab, you can be 100% sure that they are in clear condition. In other words, if you do visual tasks without other players present, you basically reduce your chances of winning. Some players also call the
presence of 'too much' visual tasks, so don't throw them away. If you save it, you can also use it to prove your innocence after an emergency meeting. Always try to repair sabotage Do not wait for others to repair sabotage. If all crewmates have the same thoughts, you definitely lose the game. Of course, the risk of no
one setting sabotage becomes even greater when the player count decreases. If you really want to skip it, do it earlier in the game. And remember; sabotage can be used to set up traps, so keep trying to move in groups. When in doubt, skip the vote Too Many Crewmates voted for whatever colors mentioned first. If there
is some serious evidence against the person, go go go go early and vote for him. But if it is based on speculation, do not take risks. This is especially true at the beginning of the game, because the evidence is often difficult and there is still plenty of time to catch Imposter. Pay attention to anyone who seems to cascade
their suspicions so early though, they may want to sow the seeds of mistakes. Don't spam You don't have to be afraid to talk, but don't have to ask the same questions over and over again. Sometimes, Between Us chat sees (or sounds) like this: Who? Where? Where is the body? Red sus Where? Who should I vote for?
You can't control your teammates, but at least you can refrain from joining. Try to break the cycle by stating some useful observations and if you get crowded. Is the killing fresh? Did you know that if you find the dead body standing then that means the killing is fresh? If you've just passed someone before finding the body
then they need a very good reason to survive the poll. Don't forget about vents! Often, Crewmembers seem to forget that the Imposters can use vents. Beware the phrase like Blue didn't do it, because I saw him in that room. If you're really serious about winning the game, you have to learn how vents are connected. You
will gain power destroy many alibis. INSPECTION ROOM While running towards your job, check the room you pass for the remains. If all Crewmates are really focused on doing the task, it may take some time before the body is discovered. Not only do you give Imposter plenty of time to kill again, but all the evidence will
vanish. Check This Feature Door Log on the Mira HQ map keeps a record of each passing player There are three sensors placed on the map. This log can help you find out who was at the time of the murder, and who was lying down. Note that Door Log only shows the most recent 20 events. This can be useful for
catching the Imposters venting as they might trigger two sensors at the opposite end of the map. Use cameras Like Door Logs, cameras on Skeld and Polus give you information about everyone on the go. You can also catch a red killer. More experienced imposters will see light flashes on camera when you watch them.
However, you can also use it. Walk away from the camera, then return. With nothing of luck, Imposter thinks you have left and are now exposing themselves to be murderers. Live with this rule and you will be the biggest detective in the game! Want a little bonus tip? Don't say green light and light blue; it's chalk and cyan
for insiders. Even better, with Between Us 2 now cancelled, there is no need to release the game for a sequel. A lot of these skills will also translate to games like Everyy's, so we've really provided incredible service here. Need some of Our Imposter tips to help you put low? What about knowing how to smell bad apples
as Crewmate? Jumping into the game with friends can be challenging when you're off a loop, but don't let that slow you down. I'm here to help you strengthen your skills as a self-assured prosecutor, while realizing your potential as a top scammer. Keeping safety and duty as Crewmate is one thing, but you want to find
the best Among Our strategies to operate impersonating Imposter. Whether you're an honest Crewmate or a smooth Imposter, I've put together a guide Between Us to help you get started. Among us is also one of our best laptop games that you can play with friends on a low-spec machine. ImportantLy Between Our tips
for new playersAmong We support between four and ten players split across two teams: Between one and three Imposters, and the rest of Crewmates. Crewmates won by doing simple tasks around the map, or by pushing all the Imposters. Imposters won by killing Crewmates and dodging mocking until only a few
Crewmates remained. When the body is found and reported, it will pull all the players into the meeting for discussion. Players can then vote on who they think of the potential Imposters, or skip the vote if they are unsure. Here are some general tips to help you prepare for the match. Familiarize yourself with maps and
tasksSimilar for other games, Several rounds in Twitch and learning where certain rooms and tasks lie are a good start. Consider keeping tabs open with the maps you're playing until you learn each room name. Knowing the names of each task and where they can be solved is also useful because you can confidently tell
everything you have done as Crewmate, or lie by persuading as Imposter. Shh!No talk while completing the task. The only events where allowed to speak (usually through Discord) is before the match starts, or during meetings. You are also not allowed to speak after you are killed. Crewmates can still float around the
map completing the task as a ghost, but you can't speak during the meeting. Vigilance is a mental note of what others are up to as you move around the station. For example, if you see three other players en route to admins on the Frame, and then the body is reportedly close, you can share this information with the rest
of the team. Similarly, if you play as a Imposter, knowing where others are on the map will help you stay hidden, and can also help you frame others for your dastardly funeral. Image 1 of the 3The Skeld map (Image credit: Innersloth)Image 2 of the 3MIRA HQ map (Image credit: Innersloth)Image 3 of the map 3Polus
(Image Credit: Innersloth)Between Our Crew Tips: How to remove roaming agents Finish your taskThis may sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget that it's easy to turn in the game and forget that the rooting agent Finishes your jobThis may sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget
that it's easy to turn in the game and forget that you might sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget that it's easy to turn in the game and forget that you might sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget that you might sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget that it's easy
to turn in the game and forget that you might sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget that it's easy to turn in the game and forget that you might sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget that you might sound clear, but it's easy to sweep in the game and forget that you might sound
clear, but it There is a mixture of long and short tasks, depending on the host settings your game has chosen. Thankfully this task is as simple as punching in numbers on the keypad, or dragging some leaves into the vacuum. Stay alert when observing suspicious activity, but trying to keep your eyes on gifts to put
pressure on imposters.Don't ignore the sabotage eventifies of Imposter sabotage, you may need to rush to a specific room to fix damaged equipment. If the rest of the team ignores the O2 events and the Imposters Reactor can snag a simple victory. So, follow the arrows that appear on your map immediately in these
situations, and collaborate with the rest of the crew to clean them quickly. Other sabotage includes closing the door and turning off the lights. It's possible to fix the lights, but there's little that Crewmates can do about the door until they open again, other than hoping they don't get stuck in a room with Imposter.Don't delay,
calling the Emergency Meeting A possible Emergency Meeting to call an Emergency Meeting between Us if you believe you've dismantled valuable information about the Imposters. Each map has an Emergency button, and the number of Emergency Meetings per game can be tweeted by the host. Remember that you
can use this button as part of a strategy Between Us to downsize who Imposter can be. The location of the button varies per map: On Skeld and MIRA HQ it is in the Cafeteria, while in Polus it is in the Office. It takes a few seconds to animate complete after you interact with the Emergency button, so if Imposter is lurking
closely, you trapped outside the guard. Sabotage involving O2, Reactor, Communications, and Lighting all disabled Crewmates' ability to interact with the Emergency button, and there was also a cooldown following each Emergency Meeting. (Image credit: Innersloth) Among Our Imposter Tips: How to denounce your

friendsVentUnlike Crewmates, Imposters can move around many maps by jumping in and out of small, grey vents-grille on the floor. You can hide in this because you decide which room to go to the next, but your sabotage and kill cooldowns will pause while you exit sight. Before hitting out of the hole, have to wait a few
seconds to see which Crewmates are nearby—you want to avoid appearing in front of them and giving yourself away. Looks busy As Imposter, your objective is to task and choose Crewmates, but you need to have a backup task in mind to help you combine with the rest of the team. Select several tasks you can claim
that you've worked between meetings so you're ready to send them again with confidence, when interrogated. This is a solid strategy Among Us, but it also helps if you are good both. Remember that you can't turn off visual tasks, though—that's one way to acknowledge you're Imposter immediately. Head to the terminal
and pause for a few seconds to make it look as if you continue your job too. Others will watch, and a good Crewmates will highlight those who don't finish the task in meetings. After you play for a few hours, you'll see ways in which you can build a convincing defense, while seizing opportune moments to pin blame
others. (Image credit: Innersloth) Sabotage! Turn off the lights, break down the Reactor, and the paddle door is just a few ways that you can slow down Crewmates and murder orchestrrate. There is a cooldown after performing sabotage events, so plan ahead and think about how you can target players and go quickly
afterwards. Killing close to the lohat provides you with an escape route, but consider locking Crewmate in a room with you to prevent them from leaving, or someone else entering and witnessing the attack. Turn off the lights blocking Crewmates' vision to help you commit quick murder, even others close, before you skip
to other parts of the ship. You can also trigger sabotage events that require Crewmates to correct machinery, and then fix it yourself to appear innocent. Watch out for CameraCrewmates using security cameras to check others. While it is better to avoid murder given the camera at all, sometimes you only have a few
seconds to seize your chances. Thankfully, you can tell when the security camera is active because it will display a red, blinking light. Even killing from various security cameras, if you realize that someone is watching the area, it is necessary to take steps to keep you through the motion of entering and leaving the room
normally. (Image credit: Innersloth) Report someone else's beliefs can be challenging, but you can try to draft an innocent Crewmate by reporting the body of the player you have killed. This strategy is definitely risky and can easily backfire if other Crewmates are already dubious. However, if you've played carefully until
this point and have managed to get others to clean you up in previous meetings, hide in the square square can work surprisingly well. Similarly, if you realize that crews suspect innocent players, report their current body easily close to helping you build persuading cases against them, and removing you from the line out.
Coordinating with Other ImpostersThis Among U.S. strategies is hard to draw, but it can end the game quickly. If you're in a match where there are some Imposters, be sure to keep an eye on what they're up to. You may not be able to talk to them, but you can find out what their intentions might be based on the sabotage
they started, as well as their movements and positions on the map. Operating separately ensures you will each have a different Crewmate alibi, but you can guarantee each other, providing your story is reasonable. By the end of the match, when some Crewmates were abandoned, or when they might be close to
completing all tasks, collaborating with other Imposter could close the game quickly. Choosing a sabotage that benefits you both, such as turning off lights, can lead to double murder. This ensures you make the most of your time between cooldowns. cooldowns.
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